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Bar Star. Bar Star is a 5 reel, 10 payline slot game with a 95% RTP. This UK Online Slot comes with

Free Spins, Jackpot and Wild feature. Bar Star UK Online Slot. Its basic essence is its simplicity and its
colours which keep the theme attractive and friendly to the user. The theme is not peculiar to any known

scenario, story or legend. It is a random theme with lots of colours and simplicity and simple to use
interface with it. Even the set of slot game symbols in this game is very limited. It makes waging even

more fun in this colourful environment. The game has a limited number of symbols with most of the slots
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covered in simple void circles and crosses. The game has an RTP of 95.0%. It has 5 reels 10 playlines
and 3 rows of symbols each. The coin value varies between 0. 2 to 500 pounds. This simple to play and
simple in appearance game has a lot of rewards hidden behind its symbol combinations for the players.
Bar Star Developer - Core Gaming. Core Gaming has surprised its fans with another awesome title in

Slot Gaming. This title’s theme is based on simple colours and bars of different styles. There are several
other fabulous pieces by Core Gaming similar to Bar Star. If you loved this simple journey among the

animated colourful arrows then you will also like to play such as Rolling Stone Age slot game, Rosellas
Lucky Fortune, Sean Kelly’s Storage Auction, Tipping Point, Power Gems slot , Wilbur’s Wild

Wonderland. Play Bar Star Mobile Slot. The most special feature of this slot game is the simplicity and
colourful nature which is depicted in every aspect from the background to the slot symbols of this game.
From elegant simple animations of arrows moving horizontally to the light colours, everything adds up to
the simplicity of the game. The use of simple symbols greatly simplifies this game and makes it more
attractive for the new players The background shows a bright yellow coloured wallpaper with the Word

Bar with a star imprinted throughout the page. The simple and elegant colourful background elevates the
simplicity of this game to the next level. The symbols are unique in the sense that they are few and

simple. The slots box is surrounded by a light blue coloured thick line which is very much suits this type of
background. Top of the slot box shows the values of gold, silver and bronze pots. The slot symbols of this

game include. 1. A Black and White label “BAR”, At max bet 500,2000,5000 credits for 3x , 4x and 5x
combinations respectively. 2. A Red Star, At max bet 200,500,2000 for 3x , 4x and 5x combinations
respectively. There are some special symbols for this game. 2. A Golden Lightning Symbol (Scatter

Card) The golden Bar can appear randomly on any of the paylines. If 3 or more gold bars are caught in a
combination anywhere on the screen then it triggers the Pot Chance feature which is the main bonus

feature of this game. The screen is very colourful and friendly in interaction with the user. All the buttons
are nicely put together at the left and right side of the page. From there the user can select the settings,
turn the sound ON or OFF, spin the reels of his luck. The simplicity of this game’s interactive menu is
another reason to choose this game over others because if the variety of colours are not enough to

attract you then the simplicity simply will. Who knows such simplicity holds so many rewards. There is no
specific music for this game. The only sounds which have been incorporated are the click sounds which
come into action when you click different buttons on the screens. The silence makes this gameplay even
more thrilling. Who knows what remains hidden in destiny for your luck. You can earn a lot of rewards or
you might earn nothing. To find out click on the spin button. The AutoPlay option in Sidewinder offers big

ease and relaxed environment for the user. It is normal for those people who are too busy with daily
routines but also love to play slot games. To ease their lives and to meet their demands the autoplay
feature has been given in almost all the slot games. Click it and then forget about everything. You’ll be
notified the results with passing time. Bar Star Slot Features. Who could guess that simple game and

with so much simplicity could reward bonus features with so many rewarding bonuses. Well, it’s just not
the colours alone which is attractive in this game. There are several bonus features available too. Free

Spins: The free spin feature is triggered when the user is able to get a combination of 3x scatter symbols
anywhere on the screen on the first, middle or the last reel in the slot box. When the free spin feature is

triggered user can get a number of 5, 10 or 20 free spins depending on their choice in a “Pick Me”
option. Choose your destiny carefully for whatever you will pick will reward you with further free spins.
This event also awards you with further respins if you manage to get more winning combinations of

scatter card (the lightning symbols) during these free spins. Pot Chance Feature: The pot chance feature
is triggered when the user is able to get a combination of 3x Gold bar symbols anywhere on the screen
on the first, middle or the last reel in the slot box. Each Gold bar on each reel will reveal a bronze, silver

or gold coloured coin to the user. Upon clicking the different bars different coins will be shown to the
user. If all the coins are of the same colour then a grand prize will be given to the user. Mixed coins will

award the user with a consolation prize with mediocre value. The value of the prize will be directly
proportional to the number of coins. 
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